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Our biggest lessons come through embracing, not resisting, our challenges and successes.
When we adopt a Gift Mindset we can approach situations in our lives with deeper self-awareness,
viewing whatever we are faced with, good or bad, as an opportunity to progress.
Seeing the gift in any situation changes our thoughts, feelings and therefore the way we approach our tests and
triumphs
.
Gifts can come in many forms. Sometimes they are hidden or buried in the past; sometimes they are sitting
right under our noses; other times an event we’re in the midst of will become, at some point, a learning
experience and a Gift.
By adopting the Gift Mindset, we get to live our legacy now by living a life of purpose, connection and contribution.
Positive psychology research shows that 40% of our happiness is determined by how we think and act. It is possible
to achieve an increase in our happiness – a key reason we need to adopt a Gift Mindset to move forward
progressively and be happier and even more successful.
It is important to note that this mindset applies both in and out of a work context – as you read this, please ensure
you wear both hats.

Why having a Gift Mindset matters
If we choose not to learn from and share our lessons or close ourselves off from receiving lessons from others, we
risk robbing the world of our insights or, worse, contributing mindlessly to a world already heavy with distraction
and clutter.
Now more than ever we need to create workplace cultures that are connected and collaborative and the Gift
Mindset is the portal to achieving this.
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The four drivers of a Gi/ Mindset
The four key drivers of the Gi2 Mindset include our challenges, our posi:ve experiences, and the people and
situa:ons involved in these. These gi2s can come in any combina:on and can be just as powerful and enriching to
yourself as to those you may be sharing them with.

1. Pass the Parcel – challenging situa2ons
Who doesn’t remember playing Pass the Parcel as a child? In this classic Bri:sh game popularised in Australia, a
neatly wrapped newspaper parcel would be passed around a circle of excited kids. Each child would take their :me
passing it on, hoping the music stopped so they would get to remove a layer of paper to expose a small gi2. You
never knew who would get to open a layer and you never knew what you were going to get: a small pencil, a bar of
chocolate or a plas:c spider. Usually the biggest gi2 was in the last layer of the parcel. Now I think of it, not geMng a
gi2 in Pass the Parcel was resilience-building and having to unwrap each layer, as with our gi2s in life, brought you
closer to the main prize: the real gi2.
In life, challenging situa:ons are like playing Pass the Parcel. They are spontaneous and the gi2 in the situa:on is
never usually planned, clear or accepted in the moment.
Two years ago, my client Anna found out her daughter had cancer, which rocked her world. She resigned from a job
she loved to care for her child, who has since gone into remission. Not long a2er this she started her own
consultancy – she now has work–life balance and is doing what she loves.
This is an example of a Pass the Parcel gi2: not pleasant, not chosen but it all worked out in the end. This isn’t
always the case, but a lesson can always be learnt from the challenging situa:ons we face in and out of work.
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2. Kris Kringle – challenging people
Certain people in our lives are the gifts that keep on giving. A Kris Kringle is a random gift, a bit like a challenging
situation – you never know what is going to turn up. You may ask for a certain perfume or aftershave as your Kris
Kringle present, but instead you receive a statue of an elephant. Life is as random as the people we encounter.
The challenging person can be an amazing gift that teaches us a great deal. They may be someone new in your
life, in or out of work, or they may be someone you have known for a long time – maybe even a close friend or
acquaintance.
In my corporate life I had a Kris Kringle manager. He never shared anything with the team, he stole ideas and he
took credit for them as his own. He made work almost unbearable, yet he seemed to have little awareness of the
impact of his behaviour on others. As unpleasant as this situation was, it taught me a valuable lesson. The gift he
gave me was knowing how not to be as a leader. To manage the situation, I embarked on a lot of selfdevelopment that has helped me do what I do today.
Remember that challenging, even toxic, people can be the gifts that keep on giving. Thank your Kris Kringles –
they have given you some of your most valuable lessons.

3. Gi6 registry – posi2ve people
In 2002 my ﬁancé and I excitedly scouted Myer, choosing the gi2s we wanted on our marriage gi2 registry. It was so
empowering to choose beau:ful items that would serve us in life together, yet it felt surreal – like shopping for free.
We s:ll use some of these gi2s to this day and remember who gi2ed them all those years ago.
Posi:ve people are similar in that you can seek them out and nurture deep and connected rela:onships.
Having a posi:ve experience with certain people who contribute to your successes should be shared and not kept
secret. Not sharing is like having a secret weapon and is, I believe, a selﬁsh way to live. If you’ve had a great mentor
or boss, share what you have learnt with others and, where you can, emulate what you liked about them. Even go so
far as to share these people as a resource for the rest of your business.
Richard Branson endorses this gi2 regularly and credits his success to leveraging the strengths of the people around
him. Some people come to you and some you seek out – like choosing the gi2s for your gi2 registry.

4. The gi6 voucher – posi2ve situa2ons
Similar to the gi2 registry, the gi2 voucher enables us choice. Think of receiving an iTunes voucher – you have the
op:on to purchase music, apps or movies. We can’t always seek out perfect situa:ons as
an incubator for success, but we can embrace our posi:ve situa:ons and successes and share these with others.
When we share successes, we give hope to others and o2en save them from reinven:ng the wheel by showing what
can be done.
The gi2 voucher may be a success you have encountered, such as nailing a big presenta:on to a board. It may be a
personal success, such as star:ng a side hustle or winning a spor:ng ﬁnal. Whatever it is for you, think about what
led to that situa:on being successful. What helped and what hindered you?
As you unwrap The 12 Gi/s, , think about where these gi/s may be driven from – people or situa@ons? Challenges
or posi@ve experiences?
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The process of adopting a Gift Mindset® consists of three main steps: AwarenessAcceptance-Action

AWARENESS of the Event
From the ancient Greek saying ‘know thyself ’ to Western psychology, self-awareness has been studied
throughout the ages.
Whether facing a challenge or a success, the first step in adopting the Gift Mindset is to have deeper
awareness of what happened (the event). By creating awareness, we can take the time needed to
reflect, unwrap the gift and see the opportunity. A crisis, success or challenge can send us into a
tornado of confusion, denial and sometimes defeat. By going through the ‘unwrapping’ process, we can
peel back the layers and see the gift in a way that serves us and others.
Self-awareness doesn’t prevent you from making mistakes; it allows you to grow from them instead.
We need to take the time to reflect, digest our thoughts and neutralise negative self-talk. When we
have thoughts about a challenge or success that serve us, we can then feel into them. For example, if
you are feeling empowered after you have made it through a hard time, you can lean into that feeling
of accomplishment and positivity and really feel it.

Think of an event that’s currently on your mind. What are you telling yourself about it?
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ACCEPTANCE of the Experience
Acceptance is where we reframe the event as an experience and accept it to help us and others, rather
than resist it and let it hinder us.
Acceptance means you are choosing to embrace or tolerate something, rather than resist it. The Latin
root word of ‘accept’ means ‘to take yourself forward’.
It is sometimes seen as a last resort in today’s culture, which is focused on self-improvement and
being better than before. Every time we practise acceptance, we create and strengthen neural
pathways that pave the way for ease in the future. I believe adopting a Gift Mindset can help us make
acceptance an ingrained behaviour.
Acceptance is part of a cycle and tapping into the benefit of what you have learnt can then be shared.
If you are creating future leaders in your business, how can sharing this story and lesson benefit
others?

What do you need to think, feel and action to accept this current thought or change?

ACTION of the Lessons
This is where we can take action to bring the lessons to life to progress ourselves forward and help
others to grow by sharing.
Sharing the lessons – the gifts – isn’t always comfortable; yet growth means moving beyond what we
know, so we need to break through this barrier. We can’t move forward until we learn the lesson and
believe what it means to us personally. The value and power that comes from learning lessons is
underrated, as is receiving them from others.
Organisations taking risks and making mistakes should be turning this into a learning experience to be
accepted and shared, not burying it under the rug like many do. Knowing and accepting a lesson is
one-dimensional; sharing it makes it three-dimensional. Reason helps us act and share the gifts.
Sharing lessons can help create future leaders, in and out of your business.

What’s one thing you can do to embrace this change and learn from it?
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1/What key lessons is this Gift teaching you?
In what ways is it helping you to learn and grow?
What do you need to do to embrace this current change?

3/What lessons from this Gift can you share
with others, professionally or personally?
Who will you share these with and how will you share
this gift?

4/How will you know that this gift has transformed
you and others?
When will you share this gift with others?

2/How will you incorporate these lessons into your life
moving forwards?
What do you need to be aware of and what could get in
the way of you actioning these lessons?
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